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Ref VMI-AFP007, WMI-AFP096

Dear Sir,
               My name is Antonia Murphy ( born Powell ) i am an affected party with a
financial interest Croft House and the land that M.M.S Gaspower sits on.
I grew up in  as it has been our family home for generations since my grandad
built up the family business, which has supported the family ever since. It has been a place
of security for as long as i can remember and i thought it would continue for generations to
come. But now we are being forced to make decisions we thought would never happen and
should not happen.
Gailey is such a beautiful place, if you take a walk you will come across lots of local
wildlife freely wandering about without a care. I wouldn’t be surprised to find out there is
protected species here as we don’t interfere with there habitat.
The canal is so picturesque in the different seasons.
All this will be spoilt to be turned into a concrete jungle of warehouses and rail yard.
How is this going to leave Gailey as a community. My family are a big part of Gailey and
two more homes in  are owned and lived in by family.
I am glad some of my elders have past already as this would have had a dire affect on there
health as the only way they would leave would have been in a coffin. If that’s how my
family are it worries me about other elderly people who live local.
With more vehicles on the roads traffic is already becoming problem locally, this scheme
will make it much worse as this traffic is coming here for a reason. The current traffic is
just passing through as Gailey itself has no major traffic draw.
I don’t think the plans allow enough parking especially if there are any delays, which will
lead to illegal parking, littering, fowling of the surrounding area and even more pollution
on top of what the project will create day and night.
How are they going to control the noise that from all these HGVs etc  so close to private
homes at all hours.
Losing the family home will break the link that has tied our family together for
generations.

Yours,
           Antonia Murphy.
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